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Abstract
Compressional tectonics in the Eastern Cordillera foothiIIs

are investigated using a large strain, twodimensional finite
ehnent method. The main purpose is to calculate the stress
regimes within the Cusiana fieki and to compare the resuks
with field data,

In the foothills, the NW-SE tectonic push is cIearly
ecmfirmed by borehole breakouts, The present-day state of
stress in the Cusiana field, is investigated through a footwall-
hangingwall model with a detachmenthamp thmst fault, The
tectonic push was simulated by applying horizontal
displacement to the vertical boundary of the model.
Simulations with both eIastic and elastoplastic theologies
were performed.

To obtain a realistic horizontal stress gradient (in the range
of 1.25 to 1.5 psi/ft) at depth, the stiffness of the hangingwall
block has to be suftlciently low to accommodate the thrust
-*. Wlfi a perfectly sliding fault (zero friction), the
teetonic push loeaIizes the plastic deformation into a shear
band which can be interpreted as the backthrust observed on
the seismic section. Moreover, in the vicinity of the Cusiana
thrust, the major principal stress rotates, This rotation is in
good agreement with orientation found by core DSCA
measurements.

Introduction
From the beginning of the 90’s, large amounts of crude oil

have been discovered in the Colombian foothillsl, Due to
active tectonics, the drilling problems encountered (extended
cavings, large mud losses, stuck pipe problems, hard reaming
while tripping) in the CusianalCupiagua structure were
unprecedented, some wells being side tracked several times

Field - Colombia

before reaching the targetz. Wellbore instability and mud
losses being closely linked to in situ stresses, a better
understanding of the present-day stress regime in the whole
structure was of a strategic importance to improve drilling
performances.

Several methods are available to measure stresses both in-
situ (hydraulic fracturin~, analysis of borehole breakouts) or
using core material (differential strain curve analysiss,
aneIastic strain recovefi). In passive margins, stress state
being quite homogeneous, data obtained from a borehole can
possibly be used to design a neighboring well. However, in
very tectonic areas, given the high variability of the stress state
(both vertically and horizontally) such extrapolation is not
possible,

The alternative method is a comprehensive modelling of the
whole structure using borehole and core data as guidelines
andfor calibration points. Since the early work of Hafner7 and
Sanfords, geomechanieal models have been used to compute
stress fields in geological structures. For instance, several
finite element studies on stress regimes induced by subduction
have been published during the last ten years 9**0S11~*2*13~*4as
well as stress computations in compressive sedimentary
basins15~16. However, the numerical methods used did not
simulate both displacements along faults and large strains.
The goal of this paper is to compute the present-day stress
regime in the Eastern Cordillera foothills where the Cusiana
field is Ioeated. When possible the computed stresses
(magnitude and/or orientation) will be compared with field
data.

Regional geology of the Andean Cordilliera
The Colombian Andes are made of three Cordilleras set by

altemance of extensive and compressive regimes ‘7’1s. Since
the MiddIe Miocene, the Eastern CordilIera buikis by
shortening and teetonic inversion of mesozoic basins. Today,
the compressive front continues to migrate towards the East.

From West to East, six tectonic regions can be identified
according to their stress regimes (Fig. 1): forearc, western
volcanic chain, altiplano, Cordillera, foothills and llanos,
The forearc is located aIong the Pacific ocean between the
trench and the flanks of the volcanoes. It is characterized by a
compressioml stress drop and an extensional strain fieldg.
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The volcanic region bounds the forearc. The high
temperatures required for vokanism are generated by
fi-ietional heating along the subduction megafault between the
descending lithosphere and the overlying continent. Like the
forearc, the altiplano Ioeated behind the volcanic chain is
characterized by an extensionrd strain field. Unlike the
forearc and the akipkmo, the CordiIlera and the foothills are
characterized by a compressive stress regime. The shortening
resulting from this compressional stress state is
accommodated in the foothills by large thrust and strike-slip
&uIts. These major discontinuities release the stresses in the
Ilanos foreland basin, which is for this reason tectonically
passive and undeformed.

11’te foothills of the Colombian Andean Cordillera -
The Cusiana field

The Cuskma field is located in the central part of Colombia
near YopaI (l@. 2). The oil structure which is elongated
parallel to the Eastern Cordillera (i. e. NE-SW) lies in the
fmthills. This tectonically active area is characterized by two
major thrust faults: the YopaI fault and the Cusiana fault
(Fig. 3). These two major diseontinuities divide the structure
into three blocks respectively called from NW to SE, Yopal,
cusianaandLlanos. In the considered cross section, a
backthrust emerges at depth from the Cusiana fault and points
towards the surfiice. The upper part of this backthrust is
shifted upwards, ‘Ilk is a proof that the Yopal fault was
activated atler the Cusiana fault, The Yopal fault located on
the west side of the block trends NE-SW and dips towards
West. In the central part of the field, the Cusiana fault is
pseudo-parallel to the Yopal fault. Let us observe the great
structural complexity of Yopal and Cusiana blocks (which
suggests large stress variabilities) comparing to the weakly
deformed Lkmos block.

The sedimentmy cover contains three major formations
overlying the reservoirs (ranging from 3400m to 5000m
depending on location): the Guayabo (reddish soft clay), Leon
(dark hardened shales) and finally Carbonera which is an
akemance of sandstones and shales (nine different levels Cl
to C9 - the even numbers are sandstones and the odd numbers
are shales). The hydrocarbons being trapped in the Cusiana
block, it is hence necessary to cross the Yopal thrust fault
before reaching the reservoir.

The current state of stress in the Cusiana field is related to
the force balance between Nazca, Caribbean, and South
Arneriean plates. Inversion of shallow focal mechanisms
shows that in the considered area the tectonic thrust trends
roughly NW-SE and suggests that the maximum and the
minimum principal stresses are horizontal while the
intermediate stress is vertical. This hypothesis is confhmed
below using borehole breakouts, core analysis and hydraulic
fracturing stress measurements.

Evidence of a regional tectonics - Analysis of
breakouts

Deep wells are rarely circular. This phenomenon, known as
ovalisation is the result of a more or less intense deterioration
of the mechanical properties of the material in the vicinity of
the borehole. This deterioration often oeeurs in a preferential
direction known as the direction of ovalisation. Uniformity of
the ovalisation direction, both vertically (sometimes several
hundreds of meters in a same well) and horizontally (over
several dozen square km) quickly attracted the attention of
geomechanicians but Bell and Gough19 were the first to point
out the role played by geostatic stresses on borehole
ovalisation. In effect, it can easily be shown20~* that in an
anisotropic stress field, the direction of ovalisation is paraIIel
to the minor geostatic stress. Following this proposal, it is
then possible to identi~ the direetion of a tectonic thrust
which should be perpendicular to the ovalisation direction.

Ovalisation of deep wells can be measured by using a
dipmeter. Data produced by the dipmeter (minimum
diameter, maximum diameter and azimuth) can only be
interpreted in terms of tectonics after a rigorous selection of
the really representative events. Before any detailed analysis,
it is recommended to smooth the raw data to attenuate
variations. Once the signal has been filtered, it is analysed by
vertical and lithological sections, Three types of events can be
identified at this stage (Fig. 4). If the well is not ovalised
(caIliper equal to the diameter of the bit), it is said to be “in
gauge”. If the well is clearly ovalised in one direction, but
remains more or less calibrated in the perpendicular
direction, the term “breakout” is used. Finally, if it is ovalised
in both directions, this is called a “wa.rhouf”. The type of
event will have a considerable impact on the estimated
azimuth. For an in-gauged section or a washout, the cross-
section being pseudo-circular the probe wiIl be able to rotate
freely around the wire line, Thus, the azimuth will have no
physical meaning. However, in the case of a clearly marked
breakout, one of the arms w’ill block in the caving and the
azimuth will then be representative of the ovalisation
direction. All azimuth data resulting from washouts or in-
gauge sections shall be systematically eliminated.

These phenomena are clearly illustrated on Fig. 5 which
gives a synthesis of all three events on the same cross-section,
i.e., a breakout an in-gauge seetion, a washout and finally a
second breakout. Only the two breakouts will be considered in
this latter case. The azimuth, stable in the “breakout” zones,
is very disturbed in the in-gauge and the washout sections.
The latter must be eliminated.

Caliper data of 7 vertical wells from dipmeter were treated
and only 10OAof the overall information was kept. 68 events
were identified in the category of breakouts. The distribution
of these events (the values given are the mean azimuths of the
considered sections) is shown on Fig. 6a. We can clearly
obsewe a very high density of events (about 80Yo)
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concentrated between N30”E and N50°E. These results are
confirued if the analysis is performed well by well (Fig. 6b).
In the latter, UBI data were mixed with classical calliper
data2. As prm’iously suggested, breakout data clearly contlrm
that the actual regionaI compressive tectonic stress is NW-SE.

Stress magnitudes
Only few hydraulic fracturing measurements are available in
the Cusiana field. As pointed out by Last and alz, the minimal
stress gradient estimated from two step rate tests performed in
the reservoir is in the range of 0,65 psi/ft, This quite low
value (a value generally accepted in a passive margin is 0.75
psi/ft) is consistent with a maximum stress horizontal (i.e.
parallel to the thrust direction) and not vertical as in most
passive basins. The maximum horizontal stress is quite
difficult to estimate, Using reek strenght measured on core

and breakouts initiation ~H was found to lie between 1.2psiEt
and 1.5 psi/ft.

Stress rotations in the vicinity of faults
The D, S.C.A. method proposed in the mid-seventies by
Simmons et a12zJ3 relates the current in situ stress state with
the microcrack network included when the rock is relaxed (by
coring for instance) from the pre-existing stress state.
Experimentally, the method consits of cutting a cubic-shaped
sampIe from the microcracked relaxed core then fitting with
strain gauges, Afler mouIding in a rubber envelope, the
specimen is loaded hydrostatically in a pressure vessel. Under
increasing confining pressure the microcracking information
corresponds to the non linear part of the stress strain curve.
Two series often tests have been carried out on cores issued
from the Mirador (reservoir) of two different wells. As
pointed out on Fig. 2, for well 1 the major stress is pseudo
horizontal whereas for well 2, which is closer to the Cusiana
fauIL the nwjor stress is nearly vertical, In spite of a generaI
teetonic direction paraIIel to the thrust, in the vicinity of
major faults, stress rotations can be obsewed. This point will
be studied in more detail in the next paragraph devoted to
field scale modeIling.

Foothills scale modelling : stress state induced by
the Cusiana fault

To better understand the role of faults, finite element
simulations were performed with GEOSIM2D24~5. This code
allows performing 2D large strain simulations.

To simpli&, only the Cusiana thrust fault was considered
and erosion and sedimentation processes were not integrated
in the simulations. The whoIe structure @lg. 7) is made of a
deformable hangingwall (Cusiana block) displacing relatively
to a footwall (basement and Llanos block), At the beginning
of the simulations, the weight is set. Then, the tectonic
eompreasion is simrdated by applying a uniform horizontal
displacement at the Iefi boundary of the hangingwall block.
On both vertical sides of the basement/Llanos block roller

boundary conditions are considered, The bottom of the model
is fixed while the top surface is free. The fault is modelled by
a Iistric frictional interface (Coulomb friction law).

The main goal was to record the stress state in the Cusiana
block versus the tectonic push for difTerent shortening values
then to compare these results with available field values.

A first set of simulations were performed considering an
elastic rheology and an unlocked fault (zero friction
coefllcient), If the Young’s modulus of the hangingwall is
relatively high (5000 MPa), it is not possible to accommodate
with the geometry of the Cusiana fault. Consequently, void
opening occurs where the curvature is maximum (Fig. 8a).
The strong bending moment imposed at the base of the
hangingwall generates an horizontal tensile stress at great
depth (Fig. 8b), This result is not physically acceptable
regarding the in situ stresses which increase with depth and
always remain compressive.

To obtain a more realistic stress gradient and to prevent
void opening, it is necessary to decrease the stiffness of the
Cusiana block. Whh a Young’s modulus five times smaller
(E= IOOOMPa) void opening disappears and the horizontal
stress increases monotonously with depth (~g. 9).
Nevertheless, the bending effect is still obvious since for the
last time step the horizontal stress gradient decreases.
Furthermore, the horizontal stress reaches unrealistic values
at the surface for the last time steps (more than to 120 MPa
for 3200m shortening). This result is attributed to the absence
of plastic threshold,

In a second set of simulations, the footwallhasement
structure remains elastic whereas the hangingwall is modelled
by an ideal elastoplastic Von Mises yield criterion (the only
plastic parameter required is the cohesion -it is taken equal to
5 MPa) whereas the fault remains unlocked (zero friction
coeftlcient). The introduction of such a plastic limit allows
the horizontal stress to drop at surface where it only exceeds
IO MPa for the last shortening step (Fig. 10a). Versus depth,
the horizontal stress gradient ranges between 1.2psi/ft to
1.4psi/ft, a value which agrees with the field data.

The kinematical evolution of the structure as shortening
progresses is visualized by mapping the isocontours of the
equivalent plastic strain (also called distortion) which is a
scalar proportional to the second invariant of the strain
deviator that is

dy’ = ;[(q’ -q’y +(E;-q’)’ +“ –d]

where &lp, E2p, E3p are the principal plastic strain

components. The distortion isocontours show where large
plastic strains localize (Fig. 11). As shortening progresses,
plastic distortion initially (i.e. after setting the weight)
homogeneous at a given depth quickly concentrates at the
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base of the hangingwall where the curvature of the Cusiana
fimlt is maximum. This localization which develops inside a
shear band moving towards the surface clearly corresponds to
the backthrust observed on the seismic seetion of Fig. 3. The
second Idealization zone initiating at the left bottom wedge of
the hangingwall results from a heal effect and has not a real
physical meaning.

The teetonic push also induces large stress rotations. Just
after setting the weight, the minor principal stress is
horizontal. As the Cusiana block deforms, the stresses quickly
rotate of a 90° angle in the major part of the hangingwall
except in the %icinity of the Cusiana fault where the vertical
Stress remains maximum. Thk is illustrated on F]g. 12 where
the angle between the major stress and the vertical (0°
corresponds to a vertical major stress) is plotted along an
horizontal cross section at the top reservoir, At the end of the
simulation (maximum shortening), the major stress which is
horizontal over a distance of 17 km sharply rotates and
becomes pseudo-vertical next to the Cusiana fault. This
wedge-induced stress rotation is consistent with the set of
DSCA tests performed on core samples from the Mirador
formation on wells 1 and 2 (Fig. 3).

If a friction coefficient along the thrust fault is introduced
the results significantly change. First of all, it is not possible
to use a Von Mises criterion since the internal friction angle
of the materiaI (equal to zero in the case of a Von Mises) has
to be higher than the friction angle of the fault. Otherwise, a
high stress concentration appears at the very beginning of the
simulation in the element located at the letl bottom wedge of
the hangingwall, This induces Ioeally a very large plastic
strain which makes the calculation diverge. Consequently, the
material has to be modelled by using a Drucker-Prager
elastoplastic constitutive law. This introduces an extra
parameter (friction angIe of the material).

As shown in E“Ig. 13 and contrarily to the previous case,
instead of developing a backthrust, the equivalent plastic
strain localises near the sufiace in a zone roughly homothetic
to the Cusiana fauIt. The horizontal stress profile along a
vertical cross section shows three different stress regim&: a
gradient higher than 3 psihl and corresponding to the plastic
domain at shallow depth, a decreasing gradient in the
intermediate elastic zone where bending recurs and a second
overcompressive zone when approaching the fault. This
domain remains elastic due to the conjugated effect of high
confining pressure anti material friction angle, The computed
stress values clearly overestimate the stress gradient which is
higher than 2 psilfi.

To sum up, only simulation 3 leads to coherent results both
from kinematical (localisation of the plastic strain along a
backthrust) and mechanical (reasonable values of the
horizontal stress gradient) viewpoints.

Conclusion
The finite element simulations presented in this paper ..

combine large strain and diseontinuities capabilities to model
the mechanical behaviour of geological structures. Currently

.,

only 2D plane strain modeling has been performed.
In the foothills region, systematic measurements of borehoIe

breakouts remarkably contkn the NW-SE trend but presence
major faults ean cause major rotations.

The geological setting of the Cusiana anticline has been
simulated from an initial unstrained geometry. Only the
Cusiana fault was taken into account. The main results can be
summarized as follows. When adressing to a geological
structure, the vev low strain rates are not compatl%le with
constitutive laws calibrated on laboratory core samples. To
reproduce reasonable kinematical scenarii and coherent stress
gradients, it is necessary to use soft materials sliding on low
frictional interfaces. With a too high Young’s modulus the
hangingwall is not able to accommodate the curvature of the
Cusiana fault which induces tractions at great depth.
Moreover, even if one considers a low friction coefficient (i.e.
8°) along the fault, the computed stress gradients are
abnormally high (more than 2psi/ft) and plasticity which only
concentrates at the surface does not generate the backthrust
observed on the geological section. On the opposite, the U* of
a perfectly sliding thrust fault is compatible with the observed
antithetic fault.

This result is nothing other than the expression of the
viscosity (both for material and interface) which is dominant
when deforming at ve~ low strain rates (in the range of 10-
14/s). In other words, elastoplastic theologies with weak
mechanical properties (i. e, Young’s modulus and plastic
cohesion) make it possible to reproduce complex viscous
behaviors over large time and length scales.

Besides structural geology, such numerical modelling can
be applied to various practical petroleum applications e.g.
fluid migration in sedimentary basins, drilling optimization
in highly tectonic areas, detection of abnormal pore pressures,
better characterization of fractured reservoirs... In this scope,
the use of more complex constitutive laws including damage
and anisotropy26 and the implementation of fluid flow are of
prime importance. For the future, the latter should be a main
issue in so far it will require generalization of poromechanics
theory to finite strains27~8.
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Fig. 10 Von Mises model - Non frictional fault
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Fig 11- Isocontours of equivalent plastic strain showing
the initialization of a “pop-up”.
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Fig. 12 Stress rotation when approaching the Cusiana

fault (Mises material and zero sliding fault).
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Fig. 13- Ho~zontal stress profile and associated gradient
for a Drucker-Prager material and a frictional fault (a)

Isocontours of equivalent plastic strain (b)
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